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Education For a Sustainable Development With Storyline
You are a character in a family

Who are you in the family?  What’s your family’s surname?
Storyline is a pedagogical strategy for active learning

Mr Storyline himself!
Steve Bell
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The teacher decides the framework of a story

- The theme
- The start event
- Incidents
- The aims
Central ingredients in Storyline

- Learners activity
- Influence
- Cooperation
- Subject integration
- Democracy training
- Creativity
In what ways does your family contribute to a sustainable development?
Cooperation and Democracy Training

- Working in groups
- Brainstorming
- Discussions
- Research
- Gender equality
- Pupil participation
Rubbish in the park!
In what different ways can the rubbish problem be solved?

Please, make a list!
Influence

The learners influence the way to the aims through their choices and decisions

Key questions:
• What do you think ....?  
• How do you want to ...? 
• How can you decide....?  
• How can you find out more....?
Sorting the rubbish in piles
The challenge!
Discussions in groups
Design a Park
Building
The Park
The grand opening!
A parents evening
Learners activity and creativity

- They create a fictitious world in the classroom
- They create characters
- They draw and paint
- They act
- They build
- They write
- They present
- They make music
Subject integration
All subjects in the curriculum can be integrated in Storyline work

Music!

Neighbours/ The street

Biology
Geography
Home Economics
Science
Art
Swedish
Maths
Technology
Examples of Storyline themes

- The circus tour
- Emigrating to America
- The animal zoo
- The lost bear
- The lonely dinosaur
- Bands on tour
- A TV-programme
- The second world war
- Travel to Africa
- The ECO community
- Billy on the road to super health
- Shops and shopping
- The bus stop
Find out more....
www.storyline.org
www.storyline-scotland.com

......or contact us!
barbro.carlsson@karlstad.se
lena.sundberg2@karlstad.se
siv.ahs@karlstad.se
When you have fun you learn!